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It is important to obtain (nearly) massless localized modes for the low-energy four-
dimensional effective field theory in the brane-world scenario. We propose a mecha-
nism for bosonic zero modes using the field-dependent kinetic function in the classical
field theory set-up. As a particularly simple case, we consider a domain wall in five
dimensions, and show that massless states for scalar (0-form), vector (1-form), and
tensor (2-form) fields appear on a domain wall, which may be called topological
because of robustness of their existence (insensitive to continuous deformations of
parameters). The spin of localized massless bosons is selected by the shape of the
nonlinear kinetic function, analogously to the chirality selection of fermion by the
well-known Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism. Several explicitly solvable examples are given.
We consider not only (anti)BPS domain walls in non-compact extra dimension but
also non-BPS domain walls in compact extra dimension.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
A long time ago, Jackiw and Rebbi showed that massless fermions are trapped by a
topological soliton, namely a domain wall [1]. As it turns out, this property is robust since
it depends on topological aspects of a given theory alone and it is otherwise insensitive to
the details. This idea has become ubiquitous within a vast area of modern physics. Let
us give several examples. Topological kinks in polyacetylene are described by Su, Schrief-
fer, and Heeger [2], and quantized solitons of the one-dimensional Neel state are studied
by Haldane [3]. Rubakov and Shaposhnikov [4] studied the possibility that our (3+1)-
dimensional universe is embedded in higher dimensions, which is an early proposal of the
so-called brane-world scenario [5–8]. The Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism naturally provides mass-
less chiral fermions (leptons and quarks) on a domain wall (a 3-brane) in five dimensions.
The left- or right-handed chirality is selected by the profile of the domain wall (kink) back-
ground solution. The mechanism has also been used to treat chiral fermions in lattice QCD,
the so-called domain wall fermion, in Refs. [9–11]. Furthermore, there is an intimate con-
nection between the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism and a topological phase of matter which is
one of the highlights in the last decade. There, an interplay between topology and massless
edge (surface) modes has revealed new, rich properties of matter [12, 13].
These massless modes on edges are all fermionic states. Thus, we are lead to a natural
question: Do massless bosons, especially gauge bosons, also robustly appear on domain walls
(edges)? In this paper, we answer this question in the affirmative.
We arrived at this question not under the necessity of application to some materials in
condensed matter. Rather, we have encountered it in our recent studies on quite different
topic, the dynamical construction of brane-world scenario by topological solitons [14–19].
A necessary condition common to most brane-world models is that all Standard Model
particles, except for four-dimensional gravitons, must be localized on the 3-brane1. Namely,
fermions, scalar and vector bosons must be localized on the 3-brane. It is desirable for a
localization mechanism not to depend on details of the model. The Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism
is indeed a prime example of such a mechanism2, providing chiral fermions on a domain
1 We are assuming the extra dimensions to be noncompact or large.
2 In 1 + 1 dimensions, a domain wall coupled to fermions may be considered as degenerate fermionic-
soliton states with fractional fermion numbers [1]. On the other hand, we interpret a localized fermion on
a domain wall in higher dimensions, say 4 + 1 dimensions, as an elementary fermionic particles such as
quarks and leptons confined inside the domain wall [4].
3wall (3-brane) [4]. How about bosons? The Standard Model also has bosonic fields: the
Higgs field and SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) gauge bosons. Unlike fermions, however, a robust
localization mechanism for bosons, especially non-Abelian Yang-Mills fields, is not widely
agreed on. There were many works so far [20–44]. Among them, one of the most popular
idea relies on strongly coupled dynamics: a domain wall in confining vacua. A concrete
model in four spacetime dimensions was explicitly proposed [45]. Due to the so-called dual
Meisner effect, (chromo)electric field cannot invade the bulk, so that massless gauge fields
are confined inside the wall. This mechanism is clearly independent of the details. However,
since it is based on strong coupling dynamics which is not very well understood in four
let alone five dimensions, it is very hard to quantitatively deal with any physics related
to massless four-dimensional gauge fields. Therefore, in practice the confinement in higher
dimensions was simply assumed to take place, see for example Refs. [46–52].
Alternatively, a phenomenological model with a field-dependent kinetic term for gauge
fields was considered in six spacetime dimensions [5]. One does not need to assume con-
finement in higher dimensions. Rather, it can be thought of as an effective description of
confinement in terms of classical fields [53–59]. Hence, one can quantitatively study phe-
nomena involving the massless four-dimensional gauge fields. A supersymmetric model has
been constructed in five spacetime dimensions [60], and further developments into unified
theories beyond the Standard Model followed [14–19], see also [61, 62]. A detailed study of
localization by the field-dependent gauge kinetic terms was done earlier in [22], and another
study for nonsupersymmetric model with/without gravity was developed in [32], see also a
recent review paper [63].
In this paper, we will reanalyze the localization of massless gauge fields on a domain wall
via the field-dependent gauge kinetic term from a different viewpoint where we do not need
the speculative connection between it and confinement. Instead, we find a common mathe-
matical structure and a mapping between our localization mechanism of gauge fields and the
Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism for fermions. We call this underlying mathematical structure for
bosons as Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism for bosons. As we will show explicitly, the presence
of massless gauge fields on a domain wall relies only on boundary conditions. Thus, it is
topological in the sense that it does not depend on precise form of the Lagrangian. Once we
recognize the massless gauge fields as topological, we will show that the Jackiw-Rebbi-like
mechanism for bosons works not only vector (1-form) fields but also for scalar (0-form) and
4tensor (2-form) fields. Since there is no obvious reason for massless 0- and 2-form tensor
fields to be related to confinement, the Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism for bosons is a nice
and concrete explanation alternative to the confinment. We will work on domain walls in 5
dimensions in this work. Similarly to the selection of chirality of four-dimensional fermion by
the wall, we will show the Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism selects the spin of localized massless
bosons: It selects between four-dimensional vector or scalar (tensor or vector) in the case of
five-dimensional vector (tensor) bosonic fields.
Here, let us make distinctions between this paper and previous works clear. First of all,
this work presents a different point of view that the Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism plays a
main role for the localization. Admittedly, there is a partial overlap between the models
we study in Sec. IV A and those in Ref. [32]. However, treatment of extra components
of bosonic fields (components perpendicular to the domain wall; Ay for vector fields and
θµy for tensor fields) are clearly different. We do not take the axial gauge of Ay = 0 (We
will explicitly show that the axial gauge is inadequate to discover massless modes). This
is especially important if we consider a pair of a wall and an anti-wall in a compact extra
dimension since additional physical massless bosons arise from Ay and θµy as we will show
in Sec. V.
The organization of the paper is as follows. We briefly describe well-known facts about
domain walls in Sec. II. Topological edge states are explained in Sec. III. In the first sub-
section we review the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism for fermions and the rest is devoted for
scalar, vector, and tensor bosonic fields. We provide several explicit models in Sec. IV. Only
in Sec. V, we consider a pair of a wall and an anti-wall with a compact extra dimension.
Phenomenological implications are also discussed.
II. DOMAIN WALLS: A BRIEF REVIEW
Let us consider a scalar model in non-compact flat five-dimensional spacetime3 (D = 5)
LDW = ∂MT∂MT −W 2T , (M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) , (1)
where we have expressed, for later convenience, a scalar potential V (T ) = WT (T )
2 in terms
of a “superpotential” W (T ) which is an arbitrary function of a real scalar field T . Hereafter
3 We will consider five dimensions in order to provide a brane-world model by a dynamical compactification
[64]. However, in general, one can consider more (or less) dimensions without significant changes.
5we use the notation such as
WT =
dW
dT
, WTT =
d2W
dT 2
. (2)
We assume that there exist multiple discrete vacua satisfying WT = 0. Let T = T (y) be
a domain wall solution which interpolates adjacent vacua at y = ±∞ (y stands for one of
the spatial coordinates). The static equation of motion reads
−T ′′ +WTWTT = 0 , (3)
where the prime denotes a derivative in terms of y. Let us investigate the mass spectrum by
perturbing T about the background domain wall solution as T (y)→ T (y) + τ(xµ, y) with τ
being a small fluctuation of the scalar field. The linearized equation of motion is found as(
− ∂2y +W 2TT +WTWTTT
)
τ = 0, (4)
where WT ,WTT , and WTTT should be understood as those evaluated at the domain wall
solution T = T (y). Hence, the mass spectrum is determined by solving the eigenvalue
problem in one dimension with the n-th eigenfunction gn corresponding to the mass squared
eigenvalue m2n (−∂2y +W 2TT +WTWTTT ) gn = m2ngn. (5)
Irrespective of the details of the superpotential W , there always exists a normalizable zero
mode. To see this, let us differentiate Eq. (3) once by y(−∂2y +W 2TT +WTWTTT )T ′ = 0. (6)
Thus, we find a solution with zero eigenvalue (apart from the normalization constant)
g0 = T
′. (7)
The presence of this normalizable4 zero mode is robust, because it is nothing but the Nambu-
Goldstone zero mode associated with the spontaneously broken translational symmetry.
Stability of the domain wall background is ensured by topology. When a static configu-
ration T is a function of y, we can derive the well-known Bogomol’nyi completion form for
the energy density E as
E = T ′2 +W 2T = (T ′ ∓WT )2 ± 2T ′WT ≥ ±2W ′ . (8)
4 Since we are interested in finite tension walls it follows that the zero mode is normalizable.
6This Bogomol’nyi inequality is useful by choosing the upper (lower) sign for W ′ > 0 (W ′ <
0). It is saturated by solutions of the so-called BPS equation
T ′ = ±WT . (9)
We call the upper sign the BPS while the lower sign the antiBPS.5 Tension of the domain
wall is finite since we have assumed a boundary condition with T ′ = ±WT → 0 as |y| → ∞.
It is straightforward to verify that any solution of the BPS equation solves the full EOM
(3). Tension of the BPS domain wall reads
σ =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy E = 2 |W (T (+∞))−W (T (−∞))| . (10)
This is a topological quantity. To see this, let us define a conserved current by6
jα = αβ∂βW (T ), (α, β = 0, y). (11)
Then the topological charge q reads
q =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy j0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy ∂yW (T ) = W (T (+∞))−W (T (−∞)) . (12)
After appropriately normalized, we find that the (anti)BPS domain wall has the topological
charge (−)1.
If the background configuration is a BPS or an antiBPS solution rather than a general
solution of field equation in Eq. (3), we can obtain more precise informations as follows.
Using the BPS equation T ′ = WT , the eigenvalue equation (5) can be rewritten as
BPS :Q†Qgn = m2ngn , (13)
where we have introduced 1st order differential operators
Q = −∂y +WTT (T (y)), Q† = ∂y +WTT (T (y)). (14)
Similarly, for the antiBPS solution (T ′ = −WT ), the eigenvalue equation can be rewritten
as
antiBPS :QQ†gn = m2ngn . (15)
5 The BPS solution often has the underlying supersymmetry. Namely the system allowing the BPS so-
lution can usually be embedded into a supersymmetric theory and the BPS solution preserves a part of
supersymmetry.
6 We temporarily disregard the Lorentz invariance in four-dimensional world volume of the domain wall
by treating the time direction x0 separately from spatial directions x1, x2, x3.
7The Hamiltonians Q†Q and QQ† are semi-positive definite, so there are no tachyonic in-
stabilities. It is interesting to note that the above system of equations constitutes a su-
persymmetric quantum mechanics [65] (SQM). The SQM superpotential X (y) is defined
as
Q = −∂y + X ′. (16)
In this case of scalar field T for the BPS domain wall, the SQM superpotential X is related
to the “superpotential” W in the D = 5 field theory Lagrangian (1) as
X (y)∣∣
(anti)BPS
= ±1
2
logWT (T (y))
2 . (17)
By using the (anti)BPS equation, the translational zero mode g0 can be expressed as
g0(y)
∣∣
(anti)BPS
= WT (T (y)). (18)
We emphasize that the SQM form is valid for the translational zero mode only if the domain
wall satisfies the BPS equation.
III. MASSLESS STATES ON DOMAIN WALLS
A. Domain wall fermions: A review on the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism
In addition to scalar fields in LDW, let us consider a five-dimensional Dirac fermion Ψ in
the form
LF = iΨ¯ΓM∂MΨ−M(T )Ψ¯Ψ . (19)
The gamma matrices in D = 5 are related to those in D = 4 by Γµ = γµ and Γ4 = iγ5. The
field-dependent “mass”M(T ) is just a coupling function of scalar fields multiplying the term
quadratic in fermion fields. It becomes a 5D fermion mass only when it is a constant and
independent of any fields. We assume that the function M(T ) is real. When considering
the Kaluza-Klein decomposition to (infinitely many) 4D components, there is no reason
for massless 4D fermions to exist with a generic M(T ), except for the well-known Jackiw-
Rebbi mechanism [1]. The mechanism ensures the existence of massless fermions localized
on a domain wall, and works in both even and odd dimensions. The masslessness of the
8fermion resulting from the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism is stable against small deformations of
parameters. In this sense, the Jackiw-Rebbi fermion is topological.
To see how the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism works, let us investigate mass spectra of the
fermion around the domain wall background T (y).7 We assume that asymptotic values of
M(T (y = ±∞)) at left and right infinity are non zero and have opposite sign, as in the
typical kink-like configuration, see Fig. 1.
M(T (y = −∞))×M(T (y = +∞)) < 0. (20)
Linearized equations of motion for fermionic fluctuations Ψ (using the same character Ψ for
the small fluctuation) reads
iγµ∂µΨ− γ5∂yΨ−MΨ = 0 . (21)
Let us define a “Hamiltonian”
H5 = −γ5∂y −M . (22)
A normalizable zero eigenstate of H5 |0〉 = 0 can be easily found by multiplying γ5 from left
and considering eigenstates of γ5 |±〉 = ± |±〉 for which it holds
Q |−〉 = 0 , Q† |+〉 = 0 , (23)
where the Q and Q† operators are defined by
Q = −∂y +M(y) , Q† = ∂y +M(y) . (24)
In the coordinate representation these states reads
〈y|−〉 ≡ f0(y) = e
∫ y dλM(T (λ)) , 〈y|+〉 ≡ f˜0(y) = e− ∫ y dλM(T (λ)) , (25)
up to normalization constants. Since the domain wall connects different vacua with opposite
sign for M(T (y = −∞)) and M(T (y = +∞)) as in Eq. (20), M(T (y)) must vanish at a
finite value of y, usually around the center of the domain wall. WhenM(T (y)) increasingly
(decreasingly) goes across zero, the right(left)-handed fermion is localized on the domain
wall, see Fig. 1. This property does not depend on any details of the solution, and it is
the heart of the Jackiw-Rebbi model [1]. In terms of a modern terminology, the massless
7 Here we do not restrict ourselves to the (anti)BPS domain wall. The background can be non-BPS.
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FIG. 1: The field-dependent “mass” M(T (y)) and the associated topological edge states
(fermion zero modes). The solid curves are M = ±
(
tanh y + 1
10
e−y
2/100 sin y
)
, and the
broken red curves correspond to the mode functions of the fermion zero modes.
fermion is often called the topological edge state [12]. As was mentioned in the footnote 2,
these fermions should be interpreted as four dimensional fermionic particles confined inside
the domain wall.
Let us make our statement clearer. Hereafter, we use the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism for
fermions for the following meaning. When the field dependent “mass” M(T ) defined in
Eq. (19) satisfies the condition (20), either left- or right-handed massless fermion appears
around a point where M vanishes. The chirality of the massless fermion is determined by
the sign of the asymptotic valueM(y = +∞) : Left-handed forM(y = +∞) < 0, and right-
handed forM(y = +∞) > 0. We also define topological particles as those massless particles
that remain massless under continuous deformations of parameters, and are not explained
by symmetry reasons such as a spontaneously broken rigid symmetry. The domain wall
fermion is a typical topological particle8 which does not disappear against any continuous
changes without violating the condition given in Eq. (20).
For later uses, let us give a complete analysis for the mass spectra. Firstly, we decompose
Ψ into ΨL and ΨR which are the eigenstates of γ5 as γ5ΨL = −ΨL and γ5ΨR = ΨR. We find
iγµ∂µΨR = QΨL, iγµ∂µΨL = Q†ΨR . (26)
8 For completeness, let us briefly mention here another known physical reason to ensure masslessness of
a fermion: the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) fermion [66, 67] as a result of the spontaneously broken rigid
fermionic symmetry such as supersymmetry. The masslessness of the NG fermion is stable against small
deformations of parameters, protected by a symmetry reason. In contrast, instead of symmetry, the
domain wall fermion realized by the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism is protected by a topological reason.
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Eliminating ΨR (ΨL), we reach the following equations(
+Q†Q)ΨL = 0, (+QQ†)ΨR = 0. (27)
Thus, the physical spectra for ΨL,R are determined by solving the 1D eigenvalue problems
Q†Qfn = M2nfn, QQ†f˜n = M2nf˜n. (28)
We again encounter a 1D SQM problem with the superpotential Q = −∂y + Y ′(y) given in
(24),
Y(y) =
∫ y
dλM(T (λ)). (29)
We would like to emphasize that this formula is correct regardless of whether the back-
ground solution is (anti)BPS or non-BPS. This is in contrast to the fluctuation of T field
given in Eq. (13) or (15) which are valid only for the (anti)BPS background solution. As
before, the 1D Hamiltonians are semi-positive definite, so that there are no tachyonic modes.
Furthermore, due to the SQM structure, ΨL and ΨR share the identical mass spectra except
for possible zero modes, in accord with the fact that any modes with a nonvanishing mass
consist of both chiralities in even dimensions.
We will now turn to massless bosons in subsequent sections.
B. Domain wall scalars
Contrary to fermions, the protection mechanism for masslessness of scalar fields is not
known9 except for the symmetry reason associated with the spontaneously broken rigid
symmetry with a continuous parameter, namely the Nambu-Goldstone boson. For example,
we found in Sec. II a normalizable scalar zero mode on the domain wall background, whose
existence is ensured by the spontaneously broken translational symmetry.
Guided by the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism for fermions, one might be tempted to try con-
sidering a real scalar field Φ whose coupling function for quadratic term is given by the same
field-dependent “mass” M(T ) as in Eq. (19):
LS = 1
2
∂MΦ∂
MΦ− 1
2
M(T )2Φ2, (30)
9 We are aware of the fact that supersymmetry combined with the chiral symmetry can protect the massless-
ness of the scalar particle accompanied by the massless fermion [65, 68, 69]. This idea has been extremely
popular and productive, though it may be regarded as somewhat indirect.
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in addition to the Lagrangians (1). Since M(T )2Φ2 is semi-positive definite, Φ remains
inert as Φ = 0, when T takes the domain wall configuration as a solution of the equation of
motion. Since the 1D eigenvalue problem for the fluctuation of Φ on this background has a
positive definite potential,M(T (y))2, it is obvious that there are only massive modes. This
illustrates that the naive attempt does not work for bosons.
We now wish to propose a mechanism for a domain wall scalar boson, namely a model
with a massless scalar mode whose existence is insensitive to change of parameters. Instead
of tuning a scalar potential, we turn to use a nonlinear kinetic term with a field-dependent
kinetic function. Let us assume the following simple Lagrangian in addition to LDW:
L0 = β(T )2∂MΦ∂MΦ. (31)
A field-dependent “coupling” β(T ) is a function of the scalar field T multiplying the term
quadratic in ∂MΦ. This form is inspired by nonlinear kinetic function for gauge and form
fields, which are described in subsequent sections. One can characterize absence of a poten-
tial for Φ as a result of a “shift” symmetry Φ→ Φ + constant. We do not consider a mixed
term like g(T )∂MT∂
MΦ in this paper, since adding it is a large deformation in the sense
that it changes the structure of Lagrangian qualitatively. Alternatively, one can forbid it by
imposing the parity Φ→ −Φ.
Vacuum condition is Φ = const. and WT = 0. As before, we assume that there are several
discrete vacua. Then, T has a nontrivial domain wall configuration whereas Φ = const. as
a background solution. As for the mass spectra of fluctuations on the background domain
wall solution, the linearized equation for the T field is unchanged from Eq. (4). Therefore,
a normalizable translational zero mode always exists with the mode function T ′(y) and the
massless effective field τ0(x
µ) in 4D, i.e. τ(xµ, y) = T ′(y)τ0(xµ).
In the rest of this subsection, we will study mass spectra of the scalar field Φ. The
linearized equation for small fluctuation Φ is given by (we will use the same notation Φ for
the fluctuation):
∂M
(
β(T )2∂MΦ
)
= 0. (32)
First of all, we introduce a canonically normalized field ϕ
Φ =
ϕ√
2β
. (33)
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This nonlinear field redefinition transforms Eq. (32) into(
+D†D
)
ϕ = 0, (34)
where we defined
D = −∂y + Z ′(y), D† = ∂y + Z ′(y), (35)
with a 1D SQM superpotential
Z(y) = 1
2
∫ y
dλ
d
dλ
log β(T (λ))2 =
1
2
log β(T (y))2. (36)
Note that this is valid for any background solutions since we have not used the (anti)BPS
equation. Thus, we have obtained another 1D eigenvalue problem with the SQM structure
D†Dhn = µ2nhn, (37)
Unlike the fermionic case, the super partner DD† is absent in the problem.
The solution with zero eigenvalue is unique and is given by
h0(y) = e
∫ y dλZ′(λ) = eZ(y) = β(T (y)). (38)
This is a normalizable physical state whenever β(T (y)) is square integrable. We will call
the massless scalar boson topological only in the limited sense that it is stable against small
changes of parameters in the nonlinear kinetic function β. As is clear from the derivation, it
is not the NG boson for the spontaneously broken rigid symmetry such as translation. We
observe that the 1D eigenvalue problem for mass spectra of scalar field becomes identical to
that of fermion by identifying the function Z ′(y) = d log β(T (y))/dy in the operator D with
Y ′(y) =M(T (y)) in the operator Q
Y ′(y) =M(T (y)) ↔ Z ′(y) = d log β(T (y))
dy
. (39)
We assume that the function Z ′(y) goes across zero asM(y) in Fig. 1. Namely, the function
Z ′(y) satisfies the following condition as in the fermion case in Eq. (20)
Z ′(y = −∞)×Z ′(y = +∞) < 0. (40)
In the present case of scalar field, we have to choose Z ′(y = +∞) < 0 for h0 to be normal-
izable.10 In the opposite case with Z ′(y = +∞) > 0, there are no normalizable massless
modes.
10 A weaker boundary condition is allowed for normalizability. The asymptotic value of Z ′ can vanish, for
instance Z ′(y) ∼ −α/y, α > 1/2 for y → ∞, instead of a nonvanishing constant Z ′(y = ∞) < 0. This
weaker condition is also valid for M in Eq. (20) for fermions.
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We now come to a highlight of this work. We define the Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism
for bosons as follows: When the field-dependent “coupling” β(T ) defined in Eq. (31) satisfies
the condition (40), a localized massless scalar boson appears and is localized around a point
where dβ(T (y))/dy vanishes. Similarly to the fermion case, the massless boson is stable
against any continuous changes which do not violate the condition (40) for β′/β. In short,
the massless scalar field in Eq. (38) is a topological edge state which is supported by the
Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism for bosons.
C. Domain wall vectors/scalars
In this section we consider (1-form) gauge fields. We consider a gauge invariant La-
grangian similar to L0 in Eq. (31),
L1 = −β(T )2FMNFMN . (41)
Here, we only consider an Abelian gauge field AM with the field strength FMN = ∂MAN −
∂NAM just for simplicity, but it is straightforward to extend the following results to Yang-
Mills fields [18].
As was explained in the Introduction, the Lagrangian (41) is a model for the localized
gauge fields on domain walls in the brane-world-scenario. To localize gauge fields on topo-
logical defects like domain walls, it was recognized that the confining phase is needed in
the bulk, and a toy model in four spacetime dimensions was explicitly proposed [45]. The
field-dependent kinetic term for gauge fields was considered together with further explicit
toy model in six spacetime dimensions [5], and an explicit model has been constructed in
five spacetime dimensions [60]. Another study for nonsupersymmetric model with/without
gravity was developed in [32]. The coefficient β in Eq. (41) can be considered as an inverse of
the position dependent gauge coupling after the scalar field T takes a nontrivial y-dependent
values as the background. Bulk with β = 0 implies infinitely large gauge coupling, which
is a semiclassical realization of the confining vacuum [53–59]. Due to the so-called dual
Meisner effect, (chromo)electric field cannot invade the bulk, so that massless gauge fields
are confined inside a finite region (for us it is inside the domain wall) where β is not zero.
Leaving aside the above qualitative interpretation of the model based on a somewhat
speculative intuition of confinement in dimensions higher than four, we will now focus on
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the underlying mathematical structure of the localization mechanism inherent in the model
(41). It is very close to the model of topological massless scalar fields in Sec. III B. Namely,
the massless gauge field is supported by the Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism for bosons. In order
to see the relation clearly, let us investigate the mass spectrum of the gauge field about the
domain wall background T (y). Firstly, we need to fix unphysical gauge degree of freedom.
The most popular gauge choice is the axial gauge Ay = 0, see for example Refs. [32, 60].
However, one should be careful to deal with a possible normalizable zero mode in Ay, since,
if it exists, it is gauge invariant and cannot be gauged away. Therefore, one cannot fully
remove Ay(x, y) before confirming the absence of normalizable zero modes. To clarify this
point, we have developed a new gauge fixing condition recently by adding the following
gauge fixing term [19, 61, 62]
LGF = −2
ξ
β(T )2
[
∂µAµ − ξ
β(T )2
∂y
(
β(T )2Ay
)]2
, (42)
where ξ is an arbitrary gauge fixing parameter. We call this the extended Rξ gauge [19].
To study the mass spectra, let us consider small fluctuations AM around the domain
wall background and we define a canonically normalized fields in five spacetime dimensions,
which will make the analogy to the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism most explicit
AM = AM
2β(T )
. (43)
Then the linearized equations of motion in the generalized Rξ gauge are given by [19]:[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνD†D
]
Aν = 0, (44)(
+ ξDD†
)
Ay = 0. (45)
We again encounter D and D† defined in Eq. (35). However, not only D†D but also DD†
comes into play, unlike the case of the scalar field. Thus, the 1D eigenvalue problem for mass
spectra exhibits the 1D SQM structure in precise analogy with the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism
for fermions
D†Dhn = µ2nhn, DD
†h˜n = µ2nh˜n. (46)
As before, the eigenvalue spectra of D†D and DD† coincide except for zero eigenvalue. We
observe that the massive modes of Ay are unphysical, since their masses depend on the
gauge-fixing parameter ξ, and will be cancelled by the ghost fields with the same mass.
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However, n = 0 is special. Eq. (45) shows that the zero mode A
(n=0)
y of Ay is just a massless
scalar field. The gauge fixing parameter ξ disappears from Eq. (45), so that Ay of n = 0 is
not a gauge-dependent degree of freedom. The observation that the normalizable zero mode
of Ay can be physical scalar field is missed in many previous works using Ay = 0 gauge.
For the zero mode n = 0 of Aµ, Eq. (44) reduces to the linearized equation for the massless
photon in the usual covariant gauge.
The mode functions with the zero eigenvalue are explicitly given by
h0(y) = β(T (y)), h˜0(y) =
1
β(T (y))
. (47)
Thus, as in the scalar case, the physical massless gauge field appears on the domain wall
whenever β(T (y)) is square integrable. This is the case when the condition Eq. (40) is
satisfied with Z ′(y = +∞) < 0. On the other hand, h˜0(y) is not normalizable, as long as we
consider noncompact space −∞ < y < ∞. Hence Ay does not supply a physical massless
scalar field. Up to this point, the final result turns out to be the same as that obtained in
the axial gauge Ay = 0. However, there are two other possibilities.
The first possibility is that the condition in Eq. (40) is satisfied with Z ′(y = +∞) > 0.
Then the physical massless field localized on the domain wall is scalar, since β(T (y))−1
is square integrable. In this case, the massless vector field becomes unphysical because it
is no longer normalizable. Thus, the spin of massless bosons is determined by the sign
of the asymptotic value of the function Z ′(y = +∞) : The massless boson is vector if
Z ′(y = +∞) < 0 or is scalar if Z ′(y = +∞) > 0, similarly to the selection of chirality in
the case of the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism for fermions.
Another possibility is to consider compact space such as the circle for the extra dimension
y. We will discuss this possibility in Sec. V.
D. Domain wall tensors/vectors
Let us now consider a two-form field in five dimensions with the Lagrangian
L2 = β(T )2HMNLHMNL. (48)
Here, we consider a two-form field θMN = −θNM with a field strength HMNL = ∂MθNL +
∂LθMN +∂NθLM . The above Lagrangian is invariant under the gauge transformation θMN →
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θMN + ∂MΛN − ∂NΛM , where ΛM is an arbitrary U(1) gauge field. To fix the gauge and
clarify unphysical degrees of freedom, we choose to add the following gauge-fixing terms11
LGF = 6
ξ
β(T )2
(
∂µθ
µν +
ξ
β(T )2
∂y
(
β(T )2θνy
))2 − 6
η
β(T )2
(
∂µθ
µ
y
)2
. (49)
Similarly to the generalized Rξ gauge employed in the previous section, these terms are
devised in such a way as to eliminate the mixing terms between extra-dimensional and four-
dimensional components. Notice that we have two independent gauge-fixing parameters,
namely ξ and η.
Let us investigate mass spectra of fluctuation fields of θMN around the domain wall
background. In terms of the canonically normalized fields
θµν =
hµν
β(T )
, θµy =
Bµ√
12 β(T )
(50)
the linearized equations of motion read[
ηµρηνσ+ ηµσ∂ρ∂ν + ηνρ∂σ∂µ + 2
ξ
ηνσ∂µ∂ρ + ηµρηνσD†D
]
hρσ = 0, (51)[
ηµν− (1− 1
η
)
∂µ∂ν + ξηµνDD†
]
Bν = 0. (52)
Thus, no new 1D eigenvalue problems arise as the differential operators D and D† are the
same as for scalar (zero-form) and vector (one-form) fields.
Similarly to the vector fields, existence of physical massless modes is guaranteed by the
condition in Eq. (40). Namely, the spin of the physical massless bosons is determined by
the sign of the asymptotic value of the function Z ′(y = +∞) : Only the tensor field θµν has
a zero mode if Z ′(y = +∞) < 0 since β(T (y)) is square integrable, whereas only the vector
field θµy has a zero mode if Z ′(y = +∞) > 0 since β−1(T (y)) is square integrable.
Let us consider the case of Z ′(y = +∞) < 0, where we have the massless mode h(0)µν .
From the four-dimensional point of view of effective field theory, the massless mode can be
understood as a scalar field via a duality,
∂µh
(0)
νρ + ∂ρh
(0)
µν + ∂νh
(0)
ρµ = εµνρσ∂
σφ , (53)
where φ is a massless scalar. On the other hand, the massive states h
(n)
µν can be interpreted as
massive vector fields, whereas all the massive states in the second tower B
(n)
µ are unphysical
as their masses are proportional to ξ.
11 Similar analysis but in the different gauge θµy = 0 was done in [32]. However, it will turn out that this
gauge fixing misses the possibility of appearance of massless modes in the θµy component.
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In contrast, if Z ′(y = +∞) > 0, the normalizable zero mode B(0)µ now exists. It is easy to
see that B
(0)
µ acts as a gauge field under y-independent gauge transformations of θMN and,
therefore, there is a localized U(1) gauge field in the spectrum.
In the case of Z ′(y = +∞) < 0 (β being square integrable), the spectrum of localized
particles for two-form field is a massless dual scalar φ and a tower of massive vector fields
dual to h
(n6=0)
µν . This spectrum is identical to the spectrum for one-form field (A
(0)
y and
A
(n6=0)
µ ) in the case of Z ′(y = +∞) > 0 (1/β being square integrable), as shown in the
previous section.
Similarly, if Z ′(y = +∞) > 0 for two-form field, we have the spectrum of a massless
gauge field B
(0)
µ and a tower of massive vector fields dual to h
(n6=0)
µν , which precisely coincides
with the spectrum (A
(0)
µ and A
(n6=0)
µ ) for one-form in the case of Z ′(y = +∞) < 0.
This correspondence can be easily understood via on-shell duality between two-forms and
one-forms in five dimensions. Indeed, if we look at the full equation of motion
∂M
(
β2HMNL) = 0 , (54)
we can solve it by setting
HMNL = β−2
(
εMNLPQFPQ
)
, (55)
where FPQ = ∂PAQ − ∂QAP and AM is some gauge field. Note that the Bianchi identity
εMNLPQ∂NHLPQ = 0 (56)
translates into the equation of motion for the gauge field, i.e. ∂M
(
β−2FMN) = 0 which is
the same equation of motion as in the previous section but it comes with β−2 in place of β2.
IV. SIMPLE MODELS
A. A class of calculable models
As we have stressed so far, there are no strong constraints for both M(T ) and β(T ).
However, it is extremely convenient to choose a particular form in order to gain a calculability
even in the case of non-BPS background solution. One of the simplest example we choose is
M(T ) = FWTT (T ), β(T ) = WT (T )B , (57)
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where B,F is either +1 or −1. With the choice of M(T ), LDW + LF is close to the Wess-
Zumino SUSY model in D = 4. However, it is not our intention to stick to genuine su-
persymmetric models in five spacetime dimensions. Instead, we only use the model to gain
calculability hoping to get general qualitative features in a simple and transparent manner
without being constrained by supersymmetry.
In the rest of this section, we will focus on the BPS domain wall which satisfies T ′ =
WT (T ). The case of antiBPS domain wall is straightforward, and nonBPS cases will be
studied in Sec. V. The translational NG boson is given in Eq. (18).
The normalizable fermionic zero mode given in Eq. (25) reads
f0(y)
∣∣
BPS
= eF
∫ y dλWTT (T (λ)) = WT (T (y))F , (58)
f˜0(y)
∣∣
BPS
= e−F
∫ y dλWTT (T (λ)) = WT (T (y))−F , (59)
where we have used the BPS equation. Thus, when F = +1(−1), the left-handed (right-
handed) massless fermion appears on the domain wall. Interestingly, the normalizable mode
functions for the NG boson (18) coincides with that of the topological fermion. This is due
to the SUSY-like structure in LDW + LF. Namely, the normalizable bosonic and fermionic
zero mode can be regarded as “supersymmetric” partners.
The bosonic solutions with zero eigenvalue in Eq. (47) for the choice of β in Eq. (57) read
h0(y)
∣∣
BPS
= WT (T (y))
B , h˜0(y)
∣∣
BPS
= WT (T (y))
−B , (60)
where we have not used the BPS equation. Thus, when B = +1, there exist a massless
scalar Φ, vector Aµ, and a tensor θµν gauge field on the domain wall for L0,1,2,, respectively.
On the other hand, when B = −1, no normalizable zero modes exist for L0, and a scalar Ay
and vector θµy massless modes appears for L1,2, respectively. Although there is no obvious
hint of supersymmetry between the nonlinear kinetic function in Lagrangians L0,1,2, and
LDW or LF, the mode function of the topological bosons turn out to coincide with those of
the translational NG boson and the topological massless fermion. The only link that one
can find is the SQM structure common to all these fields in the case of the BPS background
solution. The mass spectra coincide not only for the massless mode but also for all the
massive Kaluza-Klein states, since the 1D SQM superpotentials which determine the mass
spectra are common to all fields for the BPS domain wall, i.e.
X (y)∣∣
BPS
= Y(y)∣∣
BPS
= Z(y)∣∣
BPS
=
1
2
logWT (T (y))
2. (61)
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B. Sine-Gordon domain wall
The simplest example is the sine-Gordon model with the superpotential
W (T ) =
Λ3
g2
sin
g
Λ
T. (62)
The BPS domain wall solutions satisfying T ′ = WT are given by
T (y) =
Λ
g
(
2 arctan eΛy − pi
2
+ 2npi
)
→

(−pi
2
+ 2npi
)
Λ
g
y → −∞(
pi
2
+ 2npi
)
Λ
g
y →∞
. (63)
For these solutions, we have
WT (T (y)) =
Λ2
g
sech Λy, WTT (T (y)) = −Λ tanh Λy. (64)
There are another set of the BPS solutions given by
T (y) =
Λ
g
(
2 arctan e−Λy +
pi
2
+ 2npi
)
→

(
3pi
2
+ 2npi
)
Λ
g
y → −∞(
pi
2
+ 2npi
)
Λ
g
y →∞
. (65)
For these solutions, we have
WT (T (y)) = −Λ
2
g
sech Λy, WTT (T (y)) = −Λ tanh Λy. (66)
The fact that WTT (T (y)) goes across 0 once ensures presence of the topological massless
states.
Since the background is BPS, all the 1D SQM superpotentials agree. Therefore, the
mass spectra are determined only by WTT in the operator Q = −∂y + WTT (T (y)). The
corresponding SQM Hamiltonians for both BPS solutions are given by
Q†Q = −∂2y + Λ2
(
2 tanh2 Λy − 1) , QQ† = −∂2y + Λ2. (67)
We have Q†Q = Q†Q and QQ† = QQ† for F = +1, while Q†Q = QQ† and QQ† = Q†Q
for F = −1. Similarly, we also have D†D = Q†Q and DD† = QQ† for B = +1, while
D†D = QQ† and DD† = Q†Q for B = −1. Therefore, there exist a unique discrete bound
state, which is nothing but the normalizable zero mode for F = B = +1,
g0 = f0 = h0 ∝ WT ∝ sechΛy. (68)
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For the other choice of F,B, one should replace f0 (h0) by f˜0 (h˜0). There are no other
discrete states both in the Q†Q and QQ† sectors. All the massive modes are continuum
states (scattering in the bulk) given as
fk = Q
†eiky = (ik − Λ tanh Λy) eiky, (69)
f˜k = e
iky, (70)
with the mass square
m(k)2 = k2 + Λ2. (71)
C. T 4 domain wall
Our second example is the T 4 domain wall in the model with cubic super potential
W (T ) =
Λ2
g
T − g
3
T 3. (72)
The BPS domain wall solution is given by
T (y) =
Λ
g
tanh Λy. (73)
For this background, we have
WT (T (y)) =
Λ2
g
sech2Λy, WTT (T (y)) = −2Λ tanh Λy. (74)
The factor 2 appears compared to the sine-Gordon model. The factor 2 corresponds to the
number of the localized modes as we will see below.
As before, it is enough to investigate Q†Q and QQ† because the background is BPS. We
have
Q†Q = −∂2y + 2Λ2
(
3 tanh2 Λy − 1) , QQ† = −∂2y + 2Λ2 (tanh2 Λy + 1) . (75)
There is unique normalizable zero mode in the Q†Q sector
f0 ∝ WT ∝ sech2Λy. (76)
Also there exist a massive discrete state
f1 ∝ Q†sechΛ ∝ tanh Λy sechΛy, (77)
f˜1 ∝ sechΛy. (78)
All the other states are continuum states (scattering in the bulk).
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V. NON-BPS DOMAIN WALLS IN COMPACT EXTRA DIMENSION
A. Quasi solvable example
So far, we have only considered models with flat non-compact extra dimension. In this
section we will study physical spectra about the domain walls in compact extra dimension.
For simplicity, we consider the extra dimension to be S1 with a radius R. Unlike the non
compact case, all the mode functions are, of course, normalizable if they are regular. Since
the profile function T (y) should be periodic, the background solution has to be non-BPS
which includes both BPS and antiBPS domain walls.
To be concrete, let us again consider the sine-Gordon model with the superpotential given
in Eq. (62). A non-BPS solution with multiple domain walls is known [70] as
T (y) =
Λ
g
am
(
Λ
k
y, k
)
, (79)
where am(x, k) denotes the Jacobi amplitude function with a real parameter k. Since T can
be regarded as an angular variable with periodicity 2piΛ/g, we can identify the compactifi-
cation radius R as
2piR =
4kK(k)
Λ
, (80)
where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The solution has BPS and
antiBPS domain walls alternatively sitting at anti-podal points of S1. Namely, the BPS
domain wall sits at the origin y = 0 whereas the antiBPS domain wall sits at y = piR.
The background solutions with k < 1 and k > 1 are qualitatively quite different (k = 1
corresponds to either BPS or antiBPS), see Fig. 2. |gT/Λ| never goes across pi/2 for the
k > 1 case, whereas it monotonically increases (decreases) for the k < 1 case.
Since the above solution is non-BPS, the (anti)BPS equation T ′ = ±WT is not satisfied.
Therefore, mass spectra of the translational NG bosons, the topological fermions, and the
topological bosons split. Let us start with the fluctuation of T . Several light modes are
explicitly known as
g0 ∝ dn
(
Λy
k
, k
)
, m20 = 0, (81)
gˆ0 ∝ cn
(
Λy
k
, k
)
, mˆ20 =
1− k2
k2
Λ2, (82)
g2 ∝ sn
(
Λy
k
, k
)
, m22 =
Λ2
k2
. (83)
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FIG. 2: Non-BPS domain wall solutions with the BPS and antiBPS walls at y = 0 and piR
in the sine-Gordon model. The left-most column shows the background configuration
gT/Λ, and the other three columns show mode functions of the small fluctuations for the
case of F,B = +1. In the figures, only the half period is shown. The case of F,B = −1 can
be obtained by exchanging (f0, h0) by (f˜0, h˜0).
Note that g0 = T
′ is a genuine translational Nambu-Goldstone mode which is exactly mass-
less. On the other hand, gˆ0 is quasi Nambu-Goldstone mode which corresponds to the
relative distance (so-called radion). It is tachyonic for k > 1 while it is massive for k < 1.
The reason why the quasi zero mode is lifted is that unlike for g0 there is no symmetric
reasoning for relative distance moduli. One can also say that the lifting proves that the
translational zero modes (genuine translational NG and relative distance moduli) are not
topologically protected. If they were topological, both g0 and gˆ0 would have remained as
massless. These mode functions are depicted in the 2nd column from the left of Fig. 2.
Next, let us see the fermions. We chose the coupling function M(T ) for fermions as
M(T ) = FWTT (T ). (84)
Then, normalizable zero modes can be explicitly found as
f0 ∝ eF
∫ y dλWTT (T (λ)) =
[
dn
(
Λy
k
, k
)
− k cn
(
Λy
k
, k
)]−F
, (85)
f˜0 ∝ e−F
∫ y dλWTT (T (λ)) =
[
dn
(
Λy
k
, k
)
− k cn
(
Λy
k
, k
)]F
. (86)
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As is well known, f0 is localized around the BPS domain wall at y = 0 while f˜0 is around the
antiBPS domain wall at y = piR for F = +1, see the third column from left of Fig. 2. (The
mode functions of zero modes are exchanged for F = −1.) They are normalizable since the
extra dimension is compact. Note that unlike the translational NG bosons, both f0 and f˜0
remain as genuine massless modes since they are topological.
Finally, let us see the gauge bosons for the case
β(T ) = WT (T )
B . (87)
We find the exact normalizable zero modes for the topological bosons as
h0 ∝ β = W BT = cn
(
Λy
k
, k
)B
, (88)
h˜0 ∝ β−1 = W−BT = cn
(
Λy
k
, k
)−B
. (89)
When k > 1, cn(x, k) never goes across 0. Therefore, both h0 and h˜0 are normalizable. The
mode function h0 for the zero mode of Aµ is localized at the domain walls at y = 0 and
piR while h˜0 for Ay is localized between them when B = +1. If B = −1, the localized
positions of h0 and h˜0 are exchanged. When k < 1, cn(x, k) goes across 0. Therefore h˜0 (h0)
is singular and non-normalizable for B = +1 (B = −1). We show h0 and h˜0 for B = +1 in
the right-most column of Fig. 2.
B. Phenomenological implications
As is shown in Fig. 2, the localization positions of the topological fermions and topological
bosons are sharply different. Interestingly, h0 (h˜0) for B = +1 (B = −1) have non-zero
support around both the BPS and antiBPS domain walls. This leads to several interesting
consequences. Before going to explain this, however, one should be careful about the mode
functions: h0 and h˜0 are the mode functions of the redefined fields ϕ, Aµ, Ay, hµν and Bµ.
The mode functions for the original fields Φ, AM and θMN are those divided by β, see Fig. 3.
h0 → h0
2β
= const. , h˜0 → h˜0
2β
∝ β−2 = W−2BT . (90)
In the following, we choose the background solution with k > 1 which is not afflicted by
the problem like non-normalizability of mode functions. For phenomenology in the brane-
world scenario, let us concentrate on the (1-form) gauge field in the following. Suppose that
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<latexit sha1_base6 4="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAA CdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXE luHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJCTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfE z3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsb yHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1 skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5 p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9L ZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCP fXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2 BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZT HO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oDt6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxb La3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7 HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaWOqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkG bu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM /BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVawhy+fWcI4rXCca2rg2 qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAA CdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXE luHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJCTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfE z3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsb yHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1 skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5 p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9L ZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCP fXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2 BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZT HO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oDt6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxb La3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7 HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaWOqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkG bu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM /BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVawhy+fWcI4rXCca2rg2 qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAA CdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXE luHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJCTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfE z3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsb yHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1 skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5 p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9L ZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCP fXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2 BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZT HO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oDt6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxb La3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7 HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaWOqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkG bu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM /BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVawhy+fWcI4rXCca2rg2 qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAA CdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXE luHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJCTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfE z3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsb yHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1 skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5 p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9L ZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCP fXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2 BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZT HO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oDt6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxb La3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7 HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaWOqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkG bu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM /BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVawhy+fWcI4rXCca2rg2 qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit>
✏B = 1
<latexit sha1_base6 4="NpSvHRNQsPlp43p7DpeuXiovxfg=">AAA CeXichVHLLgRBFD3TXmO8xmMhsWkmRCwmt5E QiUTYWHoNEiOT7lZDRb/S3TOJmfgBP2Bhg0Q En2HjByx8gliSWLBwp6cTQXArVXXq1D23TlU ZniWDkOghoTQ0NjW3JFtTbe0dnV3p7p71wC3 5psiZruX6m4YeCEs6IhfK0BKbni9027DEhrG /UNvfKAs/kK6zFh54YtvWdx1ZlKYeMlVI9+W FF0iLYTXv2+r8oTqraoV0hrIUhfoTaDHIII4l N32JPHbgwkQJNgQchIwt6Ai4bUEDwWNuG1Xm fEYy2hc4RIq1Jc4SnKEzu8/jLq+2Ytbhda1m EKlNPsXi7rNSxTDd0xU90x3d0CO9/1qrGtWo eTng2ahrhVfoOupfff1XZfMcYu9T9afnEEVM R14le/cipnYLs64vV46fV2dWhqsjdE5P7P+M HuiWb+CUX8yLZbFyghR/gPb9uX+C9fGsRllt eTIzl42/IokBDGGU33sKc1jEEnJ8bgWnuMJ1 4k0ZVEaVsXqqkog1vfgSysQHixuRUw==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base6 4="NpSvHRNQsPlp43p7DpeuXiovxfg=">AAA CeXichVHLLgRBFD3TXmO8xmMhsWkmRCwmt5E QiUTYWHoNEiOT7lZDRb/S3TOJmfgBP2Bhg0Q En2HjByx8gliSWLBwp6cTQXArVXXq1D23TlU ZniWDkOghoTQ0NjW3JFtTbe0dnV3p7p71wC3 5psiZruX6m4YeCEs6IhfK0BKbni9027DEhrG /UNvfKAs/kK6zFh54YtvWdx1ZlKYeMlVI9+W FF0iLYTXv2+r8oTqraoV0hrIUhfoTaDHIII4l N32JPHbgwkQJNgQchIwt6Ai4bUEDwWNuG1Xm fEYy2hc4RIq1Jc4SnKEzu8/jLq+2Ytbhda1m EKlNPsXi7rNSxTDd0xU90x3d0CO9/1qrGtWo eTng2ahrhVfoOupfff1XZfMcYu9T9afnEEVM R14le/cipnYLs64vV46fV2dWhqsjdE5P7P+M HuiWb+CUX8yLZbFyghR/gPb9uX+C9fGsRllt eTIzl42/IokBDGGU33sKc1jEEnJ8bgWnuMJ1 4k0ZVEaVsXqqkog1vfgSysQHixuRUw==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base6 4="NpSvHRNQsPlp43p7DpeuXiovxfg=">AAA CeXichVHLLgRBFD3TXmO8xmMhsWkmRCwmt5E QiUTYWHoNEiOT7lZDRb/S3TOJmfgBP2Bhg0Q En2HjByx8gliSWLBwp6cTQXArVXXq1D23TlU ZniWDkOghoTQ0NjW3JFtTbe0dnV3p7p71wC3 5psiZruX6m4YeCEs6IhfK0BKbni9027DEhrG /UNvfKAs/kK6zFh54YtvWdx1ZlKYeMlVI9+W FF0iLYTXv2+r8oTqraoV0hrIUhfoTaDHIII4l N32JPHbgwkQJNgQchIwt6Ai4bUEDwWNuG1Xm fEYy2hc4RIq1Jc4SnKEzu8/jLq+2Ytbhda1m EKlNPsXi7rNSxTDd0xU90x3d0CO9/1qrGtWo eTng2ahrhVfoOupfff1XZfMcYu9T9afnEEVM R14le/cipnYLs64vV46fV2dWhqsjdE5P7P+M HuiWb+CUX8yLZbFyghR/gPb9uX+C9fGsRllt eTIzl42/IokBDGGU33sKc1jEEnJ8bgWnuMJ1 4k0ZVEaVsXqqkog1vfgSysQHixuRUw==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base6 4="NpSvHRNQsPlp43p7DpeuXiovxfg=">AAA CeXichVHLLgRBFD3TXmO8xmMhsWkmRCwmt5E QiUTYWHoNEiOT7lZDRb/S3TOJmfgBP2Bhg0Q En2HjByx8gliSWLBwp6cTQXArVXXq1D23TlU ZniWDkOghoTQ0NjW3JFtTbe0dnV3p7p71wC3 5psiZruX6m4YeCEs6IhfK0BKbni9027DEhrG /UNvfKAs/kK6zFh54YtvWdx1ZlKYeMlVI9+W FF0iLYTXv2+r8oTqraoV0hrIUhfoTaDHIII4l N32JPHbgwkQJNgQchIwt6Ai4bUEDwWNuG1Xm fEYy2hc4RIq1Jc4SnKEzu8/jLq+2Ytbhda1m EKlNPsXi7rNSxTDd0xU90x3d0CO9/1qrGtWo eTng2ahrhVfoOupfff1XZfMcYu9T9afnEEVM R14le/cipnYLs64vV46fV2dWhqsjdE5P7P+M HuiWb+CUX8yLZbFyghR/gPb9uX+C9fGsRllt eTIzl42/IokBDGGU33sKc1jEEnJ8bgWnuMJ1 4k0ZVEaVsXqqkog1vfgSysQHixuRUw==</lat exit>
✏B =  1
<latexit sha1_base64="a95tlLvUqcgOro0 LZY+61DHVLj4=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVREEN8GiKGK5EUERBNGNS19VwUpJ4lQH8 yJJCzX4A/6AC1cKIupnuPEHXPgJ4lLBjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbwLBmERI8ppam5pbUt3 Z7p6Ozq7sn29m0GbsU3RcF0LdffNvRAWNIRhVCGltj2fKHbhiW2jMOl+v5WVfiBdJ2NsOaJX Vvfd2RZmnrIVCk7UBReIC2GUdG31cVjdV6d1ErZHOUpDvUn0BKQQxIrbvYKRezBhYkKbAg4CB lb0BFw24EGgsfcLiLmfEYy3hc4Roa1Fc4SnKEze8jjPq92Etbhdb1mEKtNPsXi7rNSxQg90D W90D3d0hO9/1orimvUvdR4Nhpa4ZV6TgbX3/5V2TyHOPhU/ek5RBmzsVfJ3r2Yqd/CbOirR6 cv63NrI9EoXdAz+z+nR7rjGzjVV/NyVaydIcMfoH1/7p9gcyqvUV5bnc4t5JOvSGMIwxjj95 7BApaxggKfG+EcN7hNvSvDyrgy0UhVUommH19Cmf4AEcORig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a95tlLvUqcgOro0 LZY+61DHVLj4=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVREEN8GiKGK5EUERBNGNS19VwUpJ4lQH8 yJJCzX4A/6AC1cKIupnuPEHXPgJ4lLBjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbwLBmERI8ppam5pbUt3 Z7p6Ozq7sn29m0GbsU3RcF0LdffNvRAWNIRhVCGltj2fKHbhiW2jMOl+v5WVfiBdJ2NsOaJX Vvfd2RZmnrIVCk7UBReIC2GUdG31cVjdV6d1ErZHOUpDvUn0BKQQxIrbvYKRezBhYkKbAg4CB lb0BFw24EGgsfcLiLmfEYy3hc4Roa1Fc4SnKEze8jjPq92Etbhdb1mEKtNPsXi7rNSxQg90D W90D3d0hO9/1orimvUvdR4Nhpa4ZV6TgbX3/5V2TyHOPhU/ek5RBmzsVfJ3r2Yqd/CbOirR6 cv63NrI9EoXdAz+z+nR7rjGzjVV/NyVaydIcMfoH1/7p9gcyqvUV5bnc4t5JOvSGMIwxjj95 7BApaxggKfG+EcN7hNvSvDyrgy0UhVUommH19Cmf4AEcORig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a95tlLvUqcgOro0 LZY+61DHVLj4=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVREEN8GiKGK5EUERBNGNS19VwUpJ4lQH8 yJJCzX4A/6AC1cKIupnuPEHXPgJ4lLBjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbwLBmERI8ppam5pbUt3 Z7p6Ozq7sn29m0GbsU3RcF0LdffNvRAWNIRhVCGltj2fKHbhiW2jMOl+v5WVfiBdJ2NsOaJX Vvfd2RZmnrIVCk7UBReIC2GUdG31cVjdV6d1ErZHOUpDvUn0BKQQxIrbvYKRezBhYkKbAg4CB lb0BFw24EGgsfcLiLmfEYy3hc4Roa1Fc4SnKEze8jjPq92Etbhdb1mEKtNPsXi7rNSxQg90D W90D3d0hO9/1orimvUvdR4Nhpa4ZV6TgbX3/5V2TyHOPhU/ek5RBmzsVfJ3r2Yqd/CbOirR6 cv63NrI9EoXdAz+z+nR7rjGzjVV/NyVaydIcMfoH1/7p9gcyqvUV5bnc4t5JOvSGMIwxjj95 7BApaxggKfG+EcN7hNvSvDyrgy0UhVUommH19Cmf4AEcORig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a95tlLvUqcgOro0 LZY+61DHVLj4=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVREEN8GiKGK5EUERBNGNS19VwUpJ4lQH8 yJJCzX4A/6AC1cKIupnuPEHXPgJ4lLBjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbwLBmERI8ppam5pbUt3 Z7p6Ozq7sn29m0GbsU3RcF0LdffNvRAWNIRhVCGltj2fKHbhiW2jMOl+v5WVfiBdJ2NsOaJX Vvfd2RZmnrIVCk7UBReIC2GUdG31cVjdV6d1ErZHOUpDvUn0BKQQxIrbvYKRezBhYkKbAg4CB lb0BFw24EGgsfcLiLmfEYy3hc4Roa1Fc4SnKEze8jjPq92Etbhdb1mEKtNPsXi7rNSxQg90D W90D3d0hO9/1orimvUvdR4Nhpa4ZV6TgbX3/5V2TyHOPhU/ek5RBmzsVfJ3r2Yqd/CbOirR6 cv63NrI9EoXdAz+z+nR7rjGzjVV/NyVaydIcMfoH1/7p9gcyqvUV5bnc4t5JOvSGMIwxjj95 7BApaxggKfG+EcN7hNvSvDyrgy0UhVUommH19Cmf4AEcORig==</latexit>
h0/ 
<latexit sha1_base64="mJGj5ksGaeiga3v otVajSY9P5o4=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GR+CgEEcRgsIp3RVCsBBvLJBofqITddWIW9 8XuJKDBH7C1sFALBRHxM2z8AQs/QQSbCDYW3mwWREW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumeZgSR6jCktrW3tH Z1d8e6e3r5Esn9gNXArviEKhmu5/rquBcIyHVGQprTEuucLzdYtsabvLTb216rCD0zXWZH7n ti2tV3HLJmGJpnaKBdpaksXUismU5ShMMZ+AjUCKUSRdZPX2MIOXBiowIaAA8nYgoaA2yZUED zmtlFjzmdkhvsCh4iztsJZgjM0Zvd43OXVZsQ6vG7UDEK1wadY3H1WjmGCHuiG6nRPt/RE77 /WqoU1Gl72edabWuEVE0fDy2//qmyeJcqfqj89S5QwF3o12bsXMo1bGE199eCkvjyfn6il6Z Ke2f8FPdId38CpvhpXOZE/RZw/QP3+3D/B6nRGpYyam0ktZKKv6MQIxjHJ7z2LBSwhiwKfa+ MYZziPvShDyogy2kxVYpFmEF9CSX8Ac6GM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mJGj5ksGaeiga3v otVajSY9P5o4=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GR+CgEEcRgsIp3RVCsBBvLJBofqITddWIW9 8XuJKDBH7C1sFALBRHxM2z8AQs/QQSbCDYW3mwWREW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumeZgSR6jCktrW3tH Z1d8e6e3r5Esn9gNXArviEKhmu5/rquBcIyHVGQprTEuucLzdYtsabvLTb216rCD0zXWZH7n ti2tV3HLJmGJpnaKBdpaksXUismU5ShMMZ+AjUCKUSRdZPX2MIOXBiowIaAA8nYgoaA2yZUED zmtlFjzmdkhvsCh4iztsJZgjM0Zvd43OXVZsQ6vG7UDEK1wadY3H1WjmGCHuiG6nRPt/RE77 /WqoU1Gl72edabWuEVE0fDy2//qmyeJcqfqj89S5QwF3o12bsXMo1bGE199eCkvjyfn6il6Z Ke2f8FPdId38CpvhpXOZE/RZw/QP3+3D/B6nRGpYyam0ktZKKv6MQIxjHJ7z2LBSwhiwKfa+ MYZziPvShDyogy2kxVYpFmEF9CSX8Ac6GM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mJGj5ksGaeiga3v otVajSY9P5o4=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GR+CgEEcRgsIp3RVCsBBvLJBofqITddWIW9 8XuJKDBH7C1sFALBRHxM2z8AQs/QQSbCDYW3mwWREW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumeZgSR6jCktrW3tH Z1d8e6e3r5Esn9gNXArviEKhmu5/rquBcIyHVGQprTEuucLzdYtsabvLTb216rCD0zXWZH7n ti2tV3HLJmGJpnaKBdpaksXUismU5ShMMZ+AjUCKUSRdZPX2MIOXBiowIaAA8nYgoaA2yZUED zmtlFjzmdkhvsCh4iztsJZgjM0Zvd43OXVZsQ6vG7UDEK1wadY3H1WjmGCHuiG6nRPt/RE77 /WqoU1Gl72edabWuEVE0fDy2//qmyeJcqfqj89S5QwF3o12bsXMo1bGE199eCkvjyfn6il6Z Ke2f8FPdId38CpvhpXOZE/RZw/QP3+3D/B6nRGpYyam0ktZKKv6MQIxjHJ7z2LBSwhiwKfa+ MYZziPvShDyogy2kxVYpFmEF9CSX8Ac6GM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mJGj5ksGaeiga3v otVajSY9P5o4=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GR+CgEEcRgsIp3RVCsBBvLJBofqITddWIW9 8XuJKDBH7C1sFALBRHxM2z8AQs/QQSbCDYW3mwWREW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumeZgSR6jCktrW3tH Z1d8e6e3r5Esn9gNXArviEKhmu5/rquBcIyHVGQprTEuucLzdYtsabvLTb216rCD0zXWZH7n ti2tV3HLJmGJpnaKBdpaksXUismU5ShMMZ+AjUCKUSRdZPX2MIOXBiowIaAA8nYgoaA2yZUED zmtlFjzmdkhvsCh4iztsJZgjM0Zvd43OXVZsQ6vG7UDEK1wadY3H1WjmGCHuiG6nRPt/RE77 /WqoU1Gl72edabWuEVE0fDy2//qmyeJcqfqj89S5QwF3o12bsXMo1bGE199eCkvjyfn6il6Z Ke2f8FPdId38CpvhpXOZE/RZw/QP3+3D/B6nRGpYyam0ktZKKv6MQIxjHJ7z2LBSwhiwKfa+ MYZziPvShDyogy2kxVYpFmEF9CSX8Ac6GM2g==</latexit>
h˜0/ 
<latexit sha1_base64="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+ FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAACdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXEluHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJ CTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfEz3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbyHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3 ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq 5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9LZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCPfXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm 67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZTHO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oD t6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxbLa3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaW OqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkGbu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM/BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVa why+fWcI4rXCca2rg2qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+ FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAACdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXEluHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJ CTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfEz3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbyHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3 ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq 5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9LZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCPfXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm 67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZTHO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oD t6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxbLa3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaW OqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkGbu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM/BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVa why+fWcI4rXCca2rg2qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+ FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAACdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXEluHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJ CTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfEz3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbyHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3 ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq 5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9LZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCPfXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm 67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZTHO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oD t6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxbLa3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaW OqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkGbu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM/BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVa why+fWcI4rXCca2rg2qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l5KM4fVQKQvs5k+ FnfYs4KkcSsc=">AAACdXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKuhFEKFbFVb0RQXEluHHpq1WwUpI4rUPTJ CTTghZ/wB9woRsFFfEz3PgDLvwEcanQjQtv04CoqHeYmTNn7rlzZsbyHRkqoqeE1tbe0dnV3 ZPs7esfGNSHhnOhVw1skbU9xwt2LDMUjnRFVknliB0/EGbFcsS2VV5p7m/XRBBKz91Sh77Yq 5glVxalbSqmCrqeV9LZF6mDAs3mLaHMgp6mDEWR+gmMGKQRx5qn3yCPfXiwUUUFAi4UYwcmQm 67MEDwmdtDnbmAkYz2BY6RZG2VswRnmMyWeSzxajdmXV43a4aR2uZTHO4BK1OYoke6pVd6oD t6pvdfa9WjGk0vhzxbLa3wC4Mno5uNf1UVnhUOPlV/elYoYjHyKtm7HzHNW9gtfe3o9HVzaW OqPk2X9ML+L+iJ7vkGbu3NvloXG2dI8gcY35/7J8jNZQzKGOvz6eVM/BXdGMMEZvi9F7CMVa why+fWcI4rXCca2rg2qU23UrVErBnBl9BmPwA8m4/f</latexit>
FIG. 3: The mode functions of the topological bosons for the non-canonical fields
Φ,AM , θMN around the non-BPS domain wall solution. The case of B = 1(−1) is shown
in the left (right) panel.
the fermion is charged under the U(1) gauge symmetry with unit charge. The covariant
derivative is given by DMΨ = (∂M + iAM) Ψ. We find the gauge interactions of massless
fermions as∫
dy Ψ¯ΓµDµΨ 3
∫
dy
(
f 20 ψ¯
(0)
L γ
µ
(
∂µ + i
h0
2β
A(0)µ
)
ψ
(0)
L + f˜
2
0 ψ¯
(0)
R γ
µ
(
∂µ + i
h0
2β
A(0)µ
)
ψ
(0)
R
)
= ψ¯
(0)
L γ
µ
(
∂µ + ie4A
(0)
µ
)
ψ
(0)
L + ψ¯
(0)
R γ
µ
(
∂µ + ie4A
(0)
µ
)
ψ
(0)
R , (91)
where we have used the fact that h0 is proportional to β as h0 = 2e4β with
e−24 = 4
∫ 2piR
0
dy β2. (92)
It is important to notice that the effective gauge coupling e4 is universal. It is also
independent of the fermion mode functions. Hence, the low energy effective theory is a
vector-like gauge theory such as QED or QCD in which the left and right handed fermions are
coupled with the gauge field with the same strength. In order to have a chiral gauge theory
like the Standard Model in our framework, we have to consider the infinitely separated limit
R =∞ (k = 1). This situation is in accord with the usual notion of domain wall fermion in
lattice gauge theories.
In contrast to the gauge interactions in four-dimensions, we have an interesting non-
universality for the coupling of massless scalar coming from Ay. The induced Yukawa-type
coupling of the scalar A
(0)
y is given as∫
dy Ψ¯ΓyDyΨ 3 −gLA(0)y ψ¯(0)L γ5ψ(0)L − gRA(0)y ψ¯(0)R γ5ψ(0)R . (93)
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where we used the fact that h˜0 = 2e˜4β
−1 as
e˜−24 = 4
∫ 2piR
0
dy β−2. (94)
and defined
gL ≡
∫ 2piR
0
dy f 20
h˜0
2β
=
∫ 2piR
0
dy
e˜4f
2
0
β2
, (95)
gR ≡
∫ 2piR
0
dy f˜ 20
h˜0
2β
=
∫ 2piR
0
dy
e˜4f˜
2
0
β2
. (96)
Now, we find that gL(R) plays a role of effective Yukawa coupling for scalar field A
(0)
y . Firstly,
since f0 (f˜0) and h˜0 are separately localized at different positions as shown in Figs. 2,3 for
B = 1, the overlap integrals for gL(R) are exponentially small. This can help to explain
smallness of the Yukawa couplings for the first and second generation of quarks and leptons
[71]. Secondly, the scalar field A
(0)
y can play a role of the Higgs field [72, 73]. If A
(0)
y enjoys a
non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV), it immediately means the fermions get masses.
Since the Higgs field is originated as the extra-dimensional gauge field, it is natural to expect
that quadratic divergences are suppressed thanks to the gauge symmetry in the original five-
dimensional Lagrangian as advocated by the gauge-Higgs unification scenario [74]. In order
to verify if A
(0)
y actually gets non-zero VEV, one must examine an effective potential due
to quantum corrections such as fermion loop correction. We hope to report it in a separate
work.
The results in this section are obtained by using a very special simplified model in order
to be able to compute mode functions and other quantities in a closed form. However,
we wish to stress that all the qualitative features should be valid even if we choose more
general functions for the coupling functions such as M(T ) and β(T ). We only need to use
a numerical method to obtain various quantities in the general setting.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Fermionic topological edge (surface) states are well known in a vast area of modern physics
from high energy physics to condensed matter physics. These fermionic topological states
on domain walls are robust and are ensured by the Jackiw-Rebbi mechanism [1]. In this
paper, we showed that bosonic topological edge states also appear on the domain wall by
a quite similar mechanism which we call the Jackiw-Rebbi-like mechanism for bosons. We
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explicitly showed that it universally works for scalar (0-form), vector (1-form), and tensor
(2-form) bosonic fields. They are topological, since their presence only relies on boundary
condition. For localization of vector fields, it has been argued that confinement phenomenon
is necessary [5, 60, 64]. But it is difficult to show the confinement mechanism especially in
higher-dimensional field theory. On the contrary, the result of this work offers another
explanation related to topology. One of the advantages is that it can be applied not only
for vector but also scalar and antisymmetric tensor fields, and we can be sure that it works
in any spacetime dimensions.
An interesting feature of the Jackiw-Rebbi(-like) mechanism is that for fermions, the
domain wall in five dimensions selects four-dimensional chirality. On the other hand, for
four-dimensional bosons it selects spin. For vector (tensor) fields, it selects between four-
dimensional vector or scalar (tensor or vector). This can only be seen with the appropriate
gauge-fixing terms in Eqs. (42) and (49).
We also gave explicit models in Sec. IV which are useful to see general qualitative features
in a simple and transparent manner. Furthermore, we studied massless particles around
the non-BPS background with a pair of a wall and anti-wall in compact extra dimension in
Sec. V. There, we manifestly showed that the translational zero modes, topological fermionic
edge modes, and topological bosonic edge modes have all different mode functions as is
shown in Fig. 2. We also pointed out possible phenomenological uses of our results. The
universality of gauge charges is automatically satisfied, large hierarchy problem of fermion
masses of the Standard Model would naturally be resolved, and Ay would play a role of the
Higgs field as in usual gauge Higgs unification models.
There are several interesting directions for further studies. In this paper we restricted
ourselves in five spacetime dimensions just for ease of presentation. If we go to higher
dimensions than five, higher antisymmetric tensor (form) fields can appear. We should
examine how the selection rules by the domain wall is generalized. We can also consider
other solitons like vortex and monopole whose co-dimensions are higher than one. As is
the case of domain wall, localization of topological fermions are well known. We will study
whether it is true for bosons or not. On the other hand, it is also very interesting to go
to lower dimensions. If our bosonic topological states are found in a real material, it is an
indirect proof of localization of all the Standard Model particles on a domain wall. Apart
from the brane-world perspective, it might be interesting for revealing new properties of
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topological matters. The domain wall fermions are known to be important in lattice QCD,
so we also wonder if the topological localization mechanism of bosons plays some role for
improving computer simulations of lattice QCD.
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